
Braehill Baptist meetings available to watch: 
Christian Broadcasting: Islam: Cults: Religion Paddlers: Watch and be Ready 

 

In the latter part of May 2015 I had the privilege of speaking on a number of topics in 

Braehill Baptist Church in North Belfast. The following was a ‘flyer’ they produced  

 

 
 

The meetings were recorded and herewith are details of how you can watch each 

meeting (along with a few brief ‘comments’ or ‘corrections’). 

 



Meeting One: 

‘Christian’ Broadcasting: Imbibe or Ignore? 

 
The talk on this subject can be viewed on the undernoted link. 

 
When viewing the talk afterwards I noted two little ‘slips of the tongue’ – 

 
(1) @ about 52.43 I said Paul Crouch died in November 2003 –  

I meant to say 2013: 
 

(2) @ about 55.44 I read a quote about 'STUFF' and inadvertently said it was  
by Kenneth Copeland - I mean to say it was by Creflo Dollar: 

 
This is the link to watch this talk 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6fdb4YYQMo 

 

Meeting Two: 

‘ISLAM – The Conflicting Message’  

 
The talk on this subject can be viewed on the undernoted link. 

 
When viewing the talk afterwards I noted one little ‘slip of the tongue’ – 

 
@ about 19.41 I inadvertently described Arabia as 'POLYGAMOUS'  

whereas in context I meant to say 'POLYTHEISTIC' 
 

This is the link to watch this talk 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IL840a8OBiQ 

 

Meeting Three: 

‘CULTS – The Religion Peddlers’ 

 
The talk on this subject can be viewed on the undernoted link. 

 
When viewing the talk afterwards I noted one little ‘slip of the tongue’ – 

 
@ about 50.27 'Rutherford' and not 'Russell' made the false prediction. 

 
Apologies also that the focus is at times "in and out". 

 
This is the link to watch this talk 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YA9ELq9TD08 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6fdb4YYQMo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IL840a8OBiQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YA9ELq9TD08


 
 
 

Meeting Four: 

‘WATCH and be READY’  

 
The talk on this subject can be viewed on the undernoted link. 

 
Examines the rejection of doctrines concerning 

'Homosexuality'; 'Hell'; 'Penal Substitution'. 
 

This is the link to watch this talk 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xVL_4NNRIjU 

 
 
 

I am truly grateful to Pastor Peter Skillen and the friends at Braehill Baptist for the 

warmth of their fellowship and support in The Gospel. I’m also especially grateful to 

Peter for his willingness to record these meetings and to make them available for 

viewing by a much wider audience. 

 
Cecil Andrews – ‘Take Heed’ Ministries – 11

th
 June 2015  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xVL_4NNRIjU

